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Abstract
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where M is the rest mass of an ion. In
terms of dimensionless coordinates x,y
the Lagrangian is given by
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where <1>' is the derivative of ¢ with
respect to t-r/cpe sino(. The equation
of ion motion in terms of variables r,
dr considered as the generalized coordi
at nates of an ion caD be derived from
Lagrangian

can be realized in principle in two main
variants: I) on the surface of a cone
(characterized by apex angle 2~), 2) in
the plane (this variant can be obtained
from the previous one putting J..=3t /2 ).
Ion acceleration by uniform electron beam
can be schematically described in the fol
lowing manner (Fig.2). The electron beam
from the injector passes the focusing
system and enters the resonator which ma
kes the beam rotate along the cone surface.
Further deflection of the beam can be
carried out by means of a static toroidal
magnetic field ("deflector"). As a result
~he beam is forced to rotate in the plane
normal to its initial directiOn.

Let us consider the beam to be infi
nitely fine and to form a sufficiently
deep potential well so that the captured
iODS can move only along the beam. The
injection of ions into the electron beam
can be performed near the center O. At an
instant t. the ion coordinates r, -e ,z are
related as follows

fT =4>(t - Cj3:SinJ, Z =-ret9.t, (1)

where the function <P defines the scann
ing law and C~e is the velocity of the
electrons. Actually formula (I) expresses
the constraint on ion motion due to the
electron beam. The velocity of aD ion
at instant t is. 2]L
_~I(~rf 1 2At~1.-_J_. .clr" 2 (2)
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For some time a great deal of atten
tion has been paid to collective methods
of acceleration. Among these the accelera
tion of ions captured into rings of relati
vistic electrons should be no~ed /1). But
there are some methods of collective acce
leration which do not require the use of
electron rings. The idea of one such me
thod, based on moving foci, was suggested
long ago (see /2/ and also /3/). This idea
can be developed further taking into ac
count the latest achievements in the field
of intense relativistic electron beams.

Let us consider some features of ion
acceleration by transverse motion (scann
ing) of an electron beam. A stream of2elec
trons I having total energy E = 0 mc pas
ses thrSugh a focusing system !n tHe direc
tion OB (Fig.l) and reaches a maximum elec
tron density at the crossover. By means of
a special deflection system the beam as a
whole is shifted in the transverse direc
tion CD. It is known /4/ that a dense elec
tron beam forms a potential well for ions.
The capture of ions takes place at point C;
then the ions are carried by the field of
the electron beam and accelerated in the
direction CD.

One should keep in mind that the elec
trons injected at different instants form
a sort of "spiral" (the curve BAB, Fig.l).
The ions move along this spiral as well as
in the direction normal to it. In /5/ the
case of approximately translational motion
of the beam and normal ion motion was Con
sidered. We want to draw attention here to
the case when the ions are slipping along
the beam and being accelerated, shifting to
greater radii /6/. In this variant of acce
leration which can be called "centrifugal",
the case of uniform beam rotation is of
particular interest. In this case all times
are equivalent aDd the possibility of
achieving continuous (not pulsed) ion acce
leration arises. The regime of beam rotation

The two variants of the acceleration
of ions captured by the potential well of
dense electron beam are considered:scanning
method and "centrifugal" method .In the lat
ter case electron beam rotates in the plane
or in the surface of a cone; the ions are
being accelerated slipping along the beam
and shifting onto a greater radius. The in
fluence of the ions on the depth of the
electron beam potential well during accele
ration is considered.
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is the derivative of q)sinal with respect
to x-y, and de is some scale factor; for
example, in the case of constant beam rOI
tation frequency ~ we have ~ =(2Jr-Y)- •
The equation of ion motion (}) for Lagran
gian (4) is

•• ( f+f.l
2tp'2) 2[ (-) (5)'d 1+ iJ:-t +'I li(1-!i) "Zipl! 1-y -

- '1"(1 +2y) -11""(1-9)] - ~;~I~Y) [<p'({r~)+

+ lIlp"(I-V)1=0
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where 0e = (1- Ae ) 2 .The law of motion
of an ion depends on the type oftunction

4' = c..p(x-y): e.g., If =x-y in the case of
uoiform ~lectron beam rotation or
~= (x-y) in the case of approximately
constant ion acceleration etc. The ion
trajectories for different rates of scan
ning and different beam rotation frequen
cies are presented in Fig. I (ODi , CD2 ,
CD ) and in Fig.} (ODl , OD2 , OD~J.

} An important parsmeter cha~acterizing
the ion motion in the electron beam is the
force component G acting on the ion in the
direction normal to the electron spiral
(the reaction of constraint). Knowledge of
this parameter gives us the possibility to
go over to the problem of a real beam which
is characterized by initial beam cross-sec
tion radius p,n , crossover radius P ,
electron current Ie' electron rela!iiistic
factor 0e' initial angular convergence 1:•
Using the equation of motion (5) we can ob
tain the expression for the "normal" force
G in the form

G= fvJ~t3f! r2t 1-Y(V'f+ ~2'r2.'1"2U\f'-
~ e Y

e
+ y21f>12. (J

-l4'·3(1-~)+ycpll(I-#)],

}
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Let F be the force component normal
to electron spiral and due to the beam
self-field. For an ion to move together
with electrons, the value F must satisfy
the inequality

F > G or e [ ~ G (7)
!'V

if we neglect the ion current action ( C
isethe electric field). We can obtain for

c the expression

c ~ 60 Ie. ,coso voets
C - f CO.s2~ em

where S is the angle between the insta
neous beam direction and the electron
spiral direction •

The relation between the radius of
the beam envelope and its longitudinal
extent is given by the formula

1'(2. +€nf/Pif'li

e= .l; e-'1
2J eJd~
-7

where 1 is the le~gth of ;he ~eam ~n c~n
timeters. A=6.10- leI ({e ''1 =-r:. •"(e/

2.4.l0-41 • This formula takes into ac
count theespace charge interaction in the
case' af zero phase space volume.

Let us consider DOW the particular
case of uniform beam rotation. In this ca
se, the quantities 1, G and also /?r (the
ion radial velocity) may be obtained in
explicit form as functions of the dimen
sionless radius y = r/R 13e , where R= c/w
is the cyclotron radius:

Ji z ~(2) { 2 "Vi (10)r= !/J3e+d;" lj+f r (t. +1) +
[(1-j3:):l2 + IJ yz Jt) le~

+Y1: (Vf3e'+¥;: -1 l r,J
!r = r-I(~)[:~_~~~:;rSind- (11)

The expression for 0'= 0' (y) is identical
for both variants of the regime of beam
rotation: along the surface of a cone and
in a plane. The apparent difference for
the corresponding ~r =);r(Y) expressions
is the appearance of sin~ in the case of
a cone. It should be noted that in the
nonrelativistic region

22M V2. M 2 2. (12)
d =d;n +Vl'eJ 2 ~ W r

where O'in 1s the initial value of 0' .In
the extreme case r » R we !.have r~ 0. •
This means that the limiting ion veloSity
is equal in principe to the velocity of
electrons in the beam, which is the basic
idea of "collective ion acceleration 1n ge
neral. In this same limit, ions tend to
move in the radial direction, that is,)B~r~e

The function G =G(y) in the case of
uniform rotation is expressed as follows:
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tance r from the spiral axis is equal to

where ne is the Dumber of electrons in the
beam along a length equal to the classical
electron radius. The dependence of 6 on y
for uniform b~am rotation is shown in
Fig.4.(·~= 10 l/sec; 'fe = 10, 20, 30). In
the same figure the dependence 0'= o(y)
is shown for r = 10. As the energy of the
ion (or its radIus ) increases the reac
tion G increases initially as y (in nonre
lativistic case) reaches a maximum value
and then tends to zero for large radii.

An ion could be actually captured and
accelerated b~ the beam in accordance with
relations (10) and (II) if inequality (7).
or (14) is fulfilled. Therefore curve eE(~)

_) calculated on the basis of focusing
condition (9) must be located above curve
G. This requirement restricts the choice
of beam parameters. Let us present some
examples of sets of parameters and ion
energies attainable: I) R=50 cm, r e=lO,
Ie = 170 kA, Pin = 5 cm, Pc = 2 cI!J.

1:=-.3, W ;:;:;: 120 Mev; 2) R=50 cm, ~e = 20,
Ie = 300 kA'P in =3 cm, JPc =1.2 cm,
t:=.l, W Z '00 Mev.

We shall also present briefly the re
sults obtained for nonuniform beam !cann
ing according to the law -& = (x-y) • The
scanning magnetic field change tete !!s
chosen to be of the order of 10 -10
gauss/sec and two variants were considered:
a) ion injection at r in=125 cm, b) ion in
jection at r =0. Example of parameter
sets are thei~ollowing: I) r in7l25 cm,
r max=l40 cm, r~ ::: 15, Ie=lO 0., Pixa=5 om,
p = 3 cm, l:~ .0,5, W '::::! 100 Mev;"2' ~in = 0, r max = 80 em, r e =15, I e=
20 U, f!_in· = q. cm, Pc= .4om, r-::: .I,
W ':::: 150 1B'V.

All four examples show that for system
of sufficiently small dimensions the s~mp
lest scaDning laws c.p", x-y, <prv (x-y)
correspond to large values of pulsed beam
power. Therefore thefuture of the methods
considered is completely dependent on the
possibilities of effective beam energy re
cuperation.

The acceleration processes considered
are based on the use of dense electron
beam. But since accelerated,!ons also cont
ribute to electromagnetic fields and for
ces we shall discuss bri$fly this phenome
non.The total force due to electrons and
ions acting on a given. electron at a dis-

(17)

o

or z=~¢(';en(:Si"/~Y-)
where 1> is a probability integral. In
the general case,

and a numerical solution of (18) is requir
ed.

SelfooDstrtction of the beam i.e.
decrease of the value of f corresponds
to the condition of positivity of lf1

~(y) is a slowly varying function des
cribing the action of electron charge and
its compensation by ions. In particular
some sort of laminar motion is possible
when an electron at the beam edge will
stay there contiDuousl'y, i.e. ~= psino
and equation (17) takes the form

~"~ + t¥= 0 , tJ? ;:: f sin 28 (18)

For the case tp = CODst t the solution of
equatioD (18) is

yen ~;n/i (19)

( e- 1dJ = -1"4' :l
) .f2 3iin

The trajectory of an individual electron
in the electron beam is described by the
equation

where I is the ion current, I = 17 kA,
f(eS") = 1- ~P cos 0-sos (8+ ~j Rnd :$ is
the angle 'bet'een j5, and p • The presen
ce of ion current alIa altexs the force
acting on agiven-: ion

(14)
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Fig.2. Schematic diagram of ion accelera
tion by electron beam rotation
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all variants the basic problems are provid
ing proper electron beam recuperation and
beam scanning and focusing equipment.

We are greatly indebted to Drs.A.H.
Lebedev and V.S.Voronin for helpful dis
cussions and to Mrs.G.I.Kharlamova for
help in numerical calculations.
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This is fulfilled when the ion density is
sufficiently large. On the other hand, for
selfconstriction to be accompanied by an
increase in the depth of the potential well
for ions, their density must not be too
large.

The upper limit of the ion density is de
termined also by the validity of the appro
ximation of the given electron beam motion,
An analysis of the eq.(18) and inequalities
(21), (22) is cumbersome and is beyond the
scope of this paper. A rough estimate can
be obtained for the simplest case of pa
rallel electron and ion motion. In such a
case the mentioned inequalities can be
reduced to

2 (23)f <L« torl-tpe)
f3e t.e (l-fj3tt) Ie fe.

In conclusion it should be noted that
in. this p~per we.ha!e considered only cer
ta1n phys1cal pr1nc1ples of ion accelera
tion by the centrifugal method and scanning
of an electron beam in the simplest case.
O~her more complicated variants are pos
s1ble, e.g. the useoof two intersecting
scanning beams forming moving foci. In

Fig.I. Schematic diagram of ion accelera
tion by electron beam scanning.
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Fig.4. Dependence ofG, onYKthe case
of electron beam uniform rota
tion 'J =loS I/sec; r= 10,20,
30). e
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Fig.3. Ion trajectories OD1,OD2,OD~ in
the process of elec~ron beam ro
tation (V3»\'2» V~) ;083 - the
instantaneous "sp1ral" position.




